Perpetual adoration here at St. Anne Parish and Shrine is a great gift of faith for the many who have found this a place of prayer and devotion for over a century! The Shrine has regional appeal - and beyond! We have maintained the devotion for about five years now. We are located across the street from a hospital and many find our adoration chapel a great source of hope and solace at time of real need. Visitors frequently "catch" the evident faith of so many in the Real Presence from the regular adorers. From a practical point of view those in adoration have even extinguished a fire that could have spelled real trouble. We have a special chapel for adoration on the Shrine level. This keeps practical problems and conflicts to a bare minimum. If you are considering perpetual adoration, be encouraged.

Sincerely yours in Christ-Jesus,

(Rev.) Marc H. Bergeron, M.Div.
Pastor

Mane nobiscum, Domine!
Stay with us, Lord!